
TECHNICAL DATA
R50/4K

60Hz50Hz

4137
3800
24:1
270

Max. output flow. (l/min)
Maximum pressure of design (bar)
Working pressure (bar)
Compression ratio
Cylinder stroke (mm)
Number of intensifiers
per piece of furniture
IE3 NEMA Premium Motor
ORIFICE CAPACITY
0.15mm
0.18mm
0.20mm
0.25mm
0.28mm
0.35mm
0.38mm
0.40mm-0.51mm
OPTIONS
Redundant
High Pressure Sensor

* Redundant intensifier pump
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RS50/4K D100/4K
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HIGH PRESSURE PUMPS



R50/4K. Technological simplicity
The compact intensifier model for waterjet cutters is Desmasa’s 
standard model. Designed without specifications to be able to 
service to a wide range of customers, and so it can be customised 
according to their needs, it includes all of the technological 
advances described in the general characteristics.

More than 15 years of experience.
More than 1000 units installed worldwide.
Always at the forefront. Development aimed at total customer satisfaction: improved reliability and durability = cost
and maintenance savings.
Highly qualified technical support service. Personal service on a global scale.

This machine has been designed with environmental impact and 
energy savings in mind, which is why it has a frequency driver 
(which increases the velocity based on the increase in the supplied 
flow) which means cost savings (Energy Efficiency) and a system to 
reduce the amount of noise contributing to increased comfort in 
the work environment.

Extra-long stroke. Less direction changes, doubling the life of the components subjected to high pressure
and the resulting wear.
Guided hydraulic cylinder. Extends the working life of the components.
Electronic proportional pressure control. Automatic configuration of the hydraulic pressure when providing 
the desired cutting pressure data.
Control via PLC of the hydraulic fluid temperature. Fully configurable, allows regulation within the functional 
range of the pump.
Independent water booster pump. Ensures a minimum pressure and acceptable flow when entering the intensifiers.
High efficiency IE3 NEMA Premium Motor. Less electricity consumption.
Latest generation controls (Allend Brandley / Siemens), incorporating safety
PLCs and 7” colour HMI, with diagnostic remote for teleservicing.
Enclosures with safety sensors which trigger the high pressure
discharge valve (LOTO Process).
Statistical control of cycles and stroke times.
Desired cut pressure configuration.
Ergonomic design designed specifically with maintenance in mind
Makes access to all of the machine’s parts easier and simple.

With advanced technology like IOLink, they’ve been programmed 
based on the PackML system, the most advanced communication 
standard for machines and management systems.

EXPERTS IN HIGH PRESSURE GENERATION

MODELS

RS50/4K. The sustainable option

D100/4K. The definitive solution
This double machine has two intensifier pump sets which work 
with two intensifier cylinders, however, each 50hp machine can 
work independently, thus avoiding machine downtimes during 
maintenance.
It also features an independent oil recirculating impeller for 
filtering and cooling, in order to avoid potential decline in the 
main motor’s power and has a temperature adjustment 
system that’s more accurate and electronically controlled.

WATERJET

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

The new high pressure generators from Desmasa have been 
designed especially for a demanding and highly technological 
market, the water jet cutting equipment.

Designed and manufactured to meet high in-house quality 
standards, the features have been increased, 
adapting them to technological requirements 
and producing a cutting edge product.

Redundant intensifier pump for carrying out user interventions safely, avoiding work downtimes during     
maintenance.
High pressure sensor in order to adjust the pressure of the cut to the desired value.
Different sizes accumulator/attenuator, based on the characteristics of the installation.
Custom solutions based on the customer’s needs.

OPTIONAL


